There is currently an email going around asking you to update your Polar account information. DO NOT
respond, this is a phishing email that was not sent by Polar.
These phishing emails are meant to look like a legitimate business asking for your personal information or
information on your accounts. Please do not reply to these emails with your information! Polar does send our
customers mass email notifications from time to time but we NEVER ask for personal information via email.
Delete these “phishing” emails and contact Polar at 1.800.284.7222 if you have any concerns.

To: undisclosed-recipients:;
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Dear Customer,

This is simply a courtesy message to inform all Polar Communications (polarcomm.com) account
holders again that upgrading/maintenance of our server that was initially scheduled for this week has
been postponed till next week August 20, 2010 for technical reasons. Once again, all account holders
should endeavor to confirm their account information as failure to confirm the requested information
will lead to automatic system deactivation (ASD) after the upgrade and maintenance. In an effort to
expand and improve our network, more bandwidth will be added, along with back-up links to ensure
the best possible network and with the additional bandwidth, you may find it even easier to share digital
photos, play online games and enjoy an over all higher-quality Internet experience. We are deactivating
some accounts that are no longer active and your account may be deactivated if no response to this
notification.
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To confirm and keep your account active during and after this upgrade and maintenance, you are
advised to forward your account information as below.
* E-mail:
* User ID:
* Password:
* Re-Type Password:
* Home/Office Address:
* Date of Birth:

Your Polar Communications webmail account shall remain active after we
have successfully confirmed and upgrade our server.
We appreciate and value your continued membership.
Sincerely,
Polar Communications Technical Support.

